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CSE 5A 

Introduction To Programming (C/C++) 
 

Homework 5 
Read Chapter 8 Due: Friday, November 9 by 6:00pm 
 

Create a new folder named HW5 (note uppercase HW5) in your cs5f@ieng9 Home Directory. With Dev-C++, 

create a new source file - file type: C source (*.c) - named hw5.c (note lowercase hw5.c) saved in the new HW5 

folder. Feel free to ask the tutors on duty in the lab for help. 
 

hw5.c will be a program using several functions, loops inside some of these functions, a single array of integers 

that will be manipulated within some of these functions, and some simple calculations (sum, average, and 

reversing numeric values). The program will prompt the user to enter a fixed number of integers from the 

keyboard and store each of the input values in an array, display the array elements (via a function call), 

calculate (via a function call) and output the sum of all the array elements, calculate (via a function call) and 

output the average of all the array elements, reverse the numeric values of each array element (via a function 

call) and output the modified array elements (via a function call). 

 

Let us start with an example execution of the program (user input is in bold): 
 

Enter 10 integers: 35 -17 25 0 31 -28 200 -402 501 7 

 

The array contains: 35 -17 25 0 31 -28 200 -402 501 7  

 

The sum of the array elements is 352 

 

The average of the array elements is 35.20 

 

Reversing the values. 

The array now contains: 53 -71 52 0 13 -82 2 -204 105 7 

 

General outline of your program  

(See the output above and the sample executable for exact wording of prompts and other output/format.) 

0) START EARLY!!! 
 

1) Prompt the user to enter NUM_OF_ELEMENTS integers where NUM_OF_ELEMENTS is defined as 

#define NUM_OF_ELEMENTS 10 and read them with scanf() in a loop directly into an array of ints. 

 

2) Call the function printArray() to output the contents of the array. 

 

3) Call the function calculateSum() to calculate and return the sum of all the elements in the array.  Output the 

returned sum in main(). 

 

4) Call the function calculateAverage() to calculate and return the average of all the elements in the array as a 

float. calculateAverage() will call calculateSum() to aid in calculating the average (calculated sum / 

NUM_OF_ELEMENTS). Output the returned average in main() with 2 places of precision (2 places to the right 

of the decimal point [%.2f]). 

 

5) Call reverseValues() to reverse the numeric value of each array element. Do not reverse the order of the 

elements in the array; just reverse the individual values in each array element. For example, if array[i] has the 

value 932, then after this function call array[i] will have the value 239 in that location. Note: Any original value 



 2 

with trailing zeros will have leading zeros in its reversed numeric form and those leading zeros will not be 

displayed (10300 reversed is 00301 or just 301 on output). The same algorithm should handle negative values. 

 

6) Call the function printArray() to output the contents of the array to show the array elements have been 

numerically reversed. 

 

Here are the function prototypes you must use (besides your main() function) for the functions you write: 
 

 void printArray( int array[], int size ); 

 int calculateSum( int array[], int size ); 

 float calculateAverage( int array[], int size ); 

 void reverseValues( int array[], int size ); 

 

 

NOTE: Please follow the instructions on how to write this program. This will make grading much easier. The 

main purpose of this assignment is to learn more about using loops, arrays, and functions. 

 

Please go to a Discussion Section to learn more about how to complete this programming assignment. 

 

We will automatically collect your HW5/hw5.c files from your cs5f course specific home directories on ieng9 

at 6pm on Friday.  Make sure your HW5 project is stored in your cs5f home directory folder on ieng9.  If you 

have any questions/problems with this, see one of the tutors or the instructor. 
 

Follow the commenting style outlined in the example full listing attached to the Functions notes handed out in 

class. In particular, a file header comment is required, each function requires a header comment, and each 

logical block of code requires a block comment. 

 

Follow proper indentation and coding style as outlined in class.  

 

No hardcoding (use NUM_OF_ELEMENTS throughout your code; DO NOT USE the value 10 anywhere 

except in the #define). 

 

 

Your program will be tested with only valid input and only a full 10 integers (no need to deal with less 

than or more than 10 integers input from the user). 

 

 

I will place a sample executable in the cs5f Public directory under the Examples folder 

 

 hw5.exe 

 

 

START EARLY!!! 
 

 

Early Turnin Extra Credit: 5% Extra Credit for being finished with this assignment by 

 

  6:00pm Thursday, Nov. 8. 

 


